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Preface
The following article presents my semester
project as an interview with myself, the architect,
after the project has been completed. It presents
the project in a mostly chronological order of
work done in the semester, starting with the site
analysis and moving into the interactive elements
and then the form.
The article has acted as a tool for reflection
on my work, and also to prepare for the final
presentation of the project. During the writing
process I found myself asking questions about my
work as a prompt for content creation. Presenting
the project in the form of an interview allows me
to speak honestly and in a direct manner, as if I
had the opportunity to engage directly with the
reader.
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Odense
The current state of architecture is
such that our interactions within a space
are not considered as influencing factors in
the establishment of form. We often create
spaces that compel us to interact with
specific elements while not considering how
the spaces should respond and adapt to the
people that visit them. But what if a building
could fulfil these requirements? I sat down
with Justin Lacko to talk about his design of
an interactive performance space at Thomas
B. Thriges Street in Odense, Denmark.

roads - once-quiet city spaces were soon overtaken by the roar of engines and horns. In the
1960s, the street was constructed in the heart
of Odense to accommodate this new city inhabitant. Placing the convenience of privatized
travel over the unique character of a central
square led to city planners bisecting Odense,
which created a disconnect between the two
sides. I was struck by the uncomfortable feeling
of the street being so close to the area where
pedestrians were walking.

You’ve built what you describe as an
‘interactive performance space’ in Odense.
Briefly, what guided you in the design of
this building and why?
The performance space is expressed
through a series of simplified spherical forms
that obey the natural laws of physics. I combined architect Frei Otto’s work with soap films
as indicators of naturally-occurring structural
forms and Plateau’s laws of how bubbles nest
together to create the shell of the performance
space. Through Otto’s work I found an interest
in using the laws of nature to inform the shape
of a building - to me it’s an incredibly honest
way of building. Building on these inspirations,
I used sound as a method of evoking interaction
and as an indicator of how the physical space
should be arranged. The result is a performance
space with multiple areas that can be used to
perform, meet, and practice in, with the addition of unique methods of interaction between
performers and observers. This presents the
idea of a shared mutual experience through
the architecture of the space and encourages
people to interact with each other in a common
setting, increasing the value of architecture as
a social tool.

For example, my first view of Sct. Albani
Kirke was seen through the proximity of roads,
concrete and street signs, which did not impress
any testament to the history of the site. These
extreme conditions made it impossible for me
to imagine what stories the church and the site
might tell, despite its fascinating architecture.
The street directly in front of the church stopped
me from approaching it and disrupted any
sense of place the structure should have lent to
the site. As I walked along the street, I stepped
into the middle to take the ‘perfect’ photo of the
church - only to discover that while I was free
of nearby taller obstacles, the ugly directional
signs for the automobiles still hung directly in
front of the church.
It became obvious that Odense needed
to re-create spaces that could tell a story about
the environment and the people. A new master
plan for the area was developed that proposed
to remove the street and transform the area into
an inviting, pedestrian-friendly place. A gradient of buildings from large to small scale now
occupy the area, allowing Odense to continue to

What indicated a need for such a space in
Odense?
The layout of Thomas B. Thriges Street
in Odense was flawed. With the advent of the
automobile came the expansion and upgrade of
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develop as an important hub city in Denmark
while preserving the character of the historical
dwellings nearby. A large underground parking
area beneath the buildings acknowledges the
importance of the automobile while preventing
a noticeable change to the urban landscape.

vates us and causes us to investigate and pause
at an otherwise transitory space? These questions influenced my decision to create a space
that would connect the two levels of the site together.
Exploring the idea of an interactive
transition space between the two levels means
finding the right spot in the site that can attract
people. By correlating data from the master
plan into a series of charts, I discovered that the
most common way to access the underground
are by stairs, and the majority of these proposed stairs are located in areas designated as
regional urban areas - places that are designed
to attract a wide spectrum of people including
city dwellers and tourists.

What interested you the most about this
new master city plan?
The underground parking area is designed to maximize usable above ground surface area and reduce the presence of the automobile in the city centre. The master plan called
for a central pedestrian ‘corridor’ along one
side of the parking area painted yellow, with
glass blocks in the ceiling that would bring in
light. This method of activating a space may
create a bright and light corridor in contrast to
the grey concrete of the parking area, but does
it really activate the space in such a way that
people would be drawn to the parking garage
as a potential destination, instead of being used
solely as a transition point from their cars to
the city above?

I chose the area around the music house
as a potential gathering spot that could connect
to the underground area of the site because of
its open space and proximity to shopping, cafés
and the city’s music house. The proposed stairs
to the underground in these areas were all located within buildings which was not conducive
to a public space that would funnel people between levels. By combining the stairs into one
location I had found my site.

How we move from the underground to
above provides a starting point to examine how
this problem can be resolved. Is it a straightforward movement, such as a simple staircase, or
can we create an articulated design that capti-

So through your interest with unifying
these different places, you arrived at the
concept of a performance space?
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Exactly. The space seeks to create a
connection between the music house, the surrounding urban space and the parking area underground through the construction of a public
performance space. Straddling the division between above and below, the space is a negotiation of the different uses found at the site. The
performative and musical aspects of the music
house inspired me to focus on a performance
space that is oriented to being incorporated
into the surrounding urban landscape of cafés,
shops, and gathering places. As an informal,
multi-use performance space it stands in contrast to the organised and formal performance
halls of the music house. People are encouraged
to play their guitar, stage a small play or hold
meetings in the space.

of smart buildings that exemplifies this idea of
spatial meaning on multiple levels. Visitors interact through their senses and through their
own personal computing devices - be it a cell
phone, a smart watch or a laptop computer.
We must consider how we create forms
that are influenced by and change with the
environment. Neri Oxman, a researcher at the
MIT Media Lab, talks about a separation existing between ‘what’ a building senses and ‘how’
it does so. Often architects will embed sensors
into a building as a post-gesture rather than
considering how the sensors lend themselves
to the sensing elements of a building. Designing with attention to material choice can lead
to exploring the role the designed material has
in the creation of a ‘sensing’ building.1 In the
performance space, sound tweaks the formal
expression of the constructed space so that it
unites with the music house.

In your previous works you’ve expressed
an interest in interactive architecture. Why
do you consider interaction an important
component of modern architectural
design?

How does interactive architecture relate to
the performance space?

Interaction has the ability to create spatial meaning on multiple levels. Through interactive elements, a visitor is encouraged to form
a relationship with a space depending on how
they act. This concept is commonly expressed
through interactive projections on building
façades, where visitors are invited to wave their
arms or run around so that a tracking device
can record their movement and translate it into
some form of colourful projection. While these
gestures are playful and engaging, they are
merely one-dimensional interactions since the
architecture does not play a role in the interaction beyond providing a projection surface.

Interactive architecture acts as the antithesis to the classical practice of creating a
static building as a finished product. It emphasizes a certain uncertainty through a constantly-changing form. One method of applying these
concepts to the site manifests as a constructed
network of linked nodes that share information
between each other in order to determine their
form. Specifically, this is referring to the aspects of performance and gathering. The space
is not only a physically-constructed object but
also a signifier of social meaning. Paul Dorish
describes this situation where “[a]rtifacts and
representations carry(ing) different sorts
of meanings simultaneously, and activities
are caught up in many different tasks at the
same time.”2

The number of interactive spaces that
engage the visitor and the architecture in such
a way that each plays a role in the creation of
the physical space are few. This is partly because
architecture is a nascent field which only began
after the rise of the personal computer and is
still evolving as our use of technology changes.
Extending the notion of ubiquitous computing
where the sense of computing is omnipresent
to the field of architecture opens a new frontier

We can imagine the performance space
taking on many functions, perhaps acting as
a waypoint to navigate the massiveness of the
underground, or as meeting and interaction
points. These classifications distinguish between the functions of the space - on the one
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hand it is a constructed architectural entity
with a function of transporting people between
levels, but it is also a collection of embodied actions, events, operations and behaviours.

in the form of a triangular flap that can open
and close. There is an outdoor stage that uses
the outer side of the shell in conjunction with
rows of seating for spectators and space for
nearby café patrons to listen and watch. Inside,
two performance areas are sunken slightly into
the ground and there is a stairway to access the
underground.

And how does the form relate to the concept
of a performance space?
The physical form of the space is inspired
by Frei Otto’s work with using soap bubbles to
find optimal structures. The spherical qualities
of the space lends to the way sound is propagated - a crucial factor in the design of a performance space. The space becomes interactive
through the abstraction of the shell into a series
of triangular apertures that can be opened and
closed through a number of conditions. Opening the apertures means that the sound in one
area can be shared with people sitting outside
in cafés, or passersby. Since the apertures can be
controlled, the way people interact with the site
is multi-faceted. In some cases the movement of
a person may trigger the apertures to open, or
the apertures could be pre-programmed ahead
of time using a smartphone to act a certain way
during a performance.

The focus of the project is the outer shell
of the performance space, which has been carefully designed based on a set of rules. I was inspired by Frei Otto’s work with soap bubbles as
methods of natural form generation. He noted
that given a set of fixed points, soap film would
spread naturally between them to create the
smallest achievable surface area. In the course
of his experiments he took meticulous photos of
conglomerates of soap bubbles in an attempt to
study their shape and support his work in structural forms using the least material possible. I
view Otto’s work as one way of creating ‘honest’
forms of architecture that are built in accordance with the laws of nature. Embracing this
method results in the ability to quickly create
forms that are structurally stable, which is an
important aspect in architectural form generation. Reducing the need to calculate complex
structural integrities in a form has real-world
implications through cost-savings in engineering and testing.

It is through these apertures that the
building becomes an active part of the performance. And because the space connects the
above ground with the parking area, the sounds
of these performances have the chance to filter down below, creating a new form of urban
symphony and activating the parking area in a
unique way. Perhaps a certain type of performance will make use of this phenomena and
entice people to stay and listen from below?
How did Frei Otto’s work and Plateau’s
laws inspire you?
The form is a group of three connected spheres that make the shell of the building.
These spheres have been placed according to
Plateau’s laws of how bubbles interact with
each other. The shell has been transformed
into a series of triangularized faces to create
a wireframe design with triangular openings.
Each opening on the shell houses an aperture

The spheres are placed according to Plateau’s laws. Bubble conglomerates that follow
these laws are more pleasing to the eye than
bubbles that have been randomly placed next
to each other. It’s an interesting observation
that I think relates to our ability to find beauty in nature. I used the parametric abilities of
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etry again, but a geometry that is not not
imposed on a material, but is the result of
material interactions… It is a strategy of
flexible, individually weak elements cooperating to form strong collective configurations. What emerges is a complex or soft
rigidity, which is very different from the
top-down, simple and frozen rigidity of the
first stage.”3

Grasshopper, a Rhino plug-in to create a formula that takes a given radius of multiple spheres
and then places them accordingly. This allowed
me to re-create Plateau’s laws in a digital environment which was essential to modelling the
performance space.

The regular positioning of these holes
is the driving force behind the structure’s formation. This is in contrast to how architects are
traditionally taught that holes are, in the end,
subtracted from a system. Each triangular hole
in the shell is occupied by a fibreglass cover
with the ability to be controlled electronically
to open and close. The purpose of these ‘apertures’ are to control the propagation of sound
from within the space and from the outside.
Opening a group of apertures results in sound
passing through the shell in that area, while
closing them separates the performance space
from the outside, treating the two spaces as
separate entities.

The entire outer shell of the three
spheres was transformed into a series of triangular faces through Grasshopper. This changed
the structure from an undefined spherical surface into a series of thin members which made
up a wireframe model of the shell onto which a
materiality could be applied. The shell is made
from carbon-fiber rods, similar to what you
would find in a camping tent kit, but only thicker. The usage of this material keeps the construction costs quite low and allows for a quick
setup.
What’s interesting about this way of
building is that it is a system structured by
holes. There is more negative physical space
than positive space in that the majority of the
shell is empty space. While the first stage is
dictated by the rules of geometry, the resulting
form is a natural representation of a parametric geometrical shape. Architect Lars Spuybroek describes this in his work The Structure
of Vagueness as a complex, or soft rigidity:

The north entrance leads into the main
space, which is tall and spacious. On each side of
this space are two smaller performance rooms
with their geometry dictated by the continuation of the spherical forms that make the main
shell of the building. The spaces are actually
lowered into the ground by a few metres in order to appear as secondary to the main sphere
of the shell and to connect to the underground.

“The first step contains only geometry, no
materiality, then materiality takes over
during a stage of reshifting and the procedure comes to a halt in a state of full geom-

It can be argued that the spherical form of
the performance space is too foreign when
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compared to other nearby buildings. How
did you integrate the performance space
into the urban landscape of downtown
Odense?

are treated to a larger general audience than if
they were to stage a performance in the nearby
music hall and sell tickets.

The curvilinear nature of the performance space is unique. It seeks to build on that
uniqueness by creating a new landmark in the
city that people can use as a waypoint in navigating downtown Odense. I wanted to create
a structure that would be instantly recognizable and perhaps adopt a pet name - I imagine
people putting up posters advertising performances at ‘The Domes’ or by a similar sobriquet. The concept of the performance space
is such that it does not relate directly to other
buildings in the area except for the music hall which it does through relationships with sound
and performance. I think that the integration
of the space with downtown Odense happens
more on the personal level, in that people see
the space as a way of activating an urban area
through mutual participation in performances.
The architecture is an expression of simplicity
through lightweight structures and communicates a feeling of freedom from the formal rules
of spatial delineation.

There is also the chance for the performance space to interact with passersby and cyclists. It is built close to the cycling path so that
anyone riding by will still hear sound from the
space. This is the same for pedestrians. Perhaps
what they hear will entice them to deviate from
their path and explore the space.
Underground, people who have just
arrived by car will hear an intriguing echo of
sounds coming from the performance space via
the stairs leading up. The integration of sound
into the parking area helps to activate an otherwise mundane space and creates the concept
of architecture as a secondary passive listener.
In other words, the parking space has not been
constructed to function as the primary carrier
of sound from a performance, but acts as such
in a secondary role due to its connection to the
performance space. I believe there is a potential
for performers to construct performances in
such a way that considers how sound is heard
underground. The people occupying the underground space then become active listeners.

There is a more direct connection between the performance space and a nearby
commercial building. On one side of the performance space, a small outdoor stage is set into
the shell with raised seating for the purpose of
concerts. The intention of the outdoor stage is
to engage with café patrons and people who
may not have the time to go inside the space
and explore it. It is oriented so that it faces the
building. The first floor of the building has been
set back in order to create a natural sheltered
seating area. The design of the building helps
to focus the sound into this space. This relationship has been arranged so that there is greater
integration between passive observers and performers. The seating area near the stage activates an otherwise separate functional area,
and perhaps even extends the concept of outdoor eating into the seating area. The risers are
perfect places to sit with a sandwich and a drink
and enjoy some free entertainment. Performers

What kind of interactions can occur in the
performance space?
The most important interactions occurring at the performance space happen between
performers and observers. These interactions
are mediated by triangular apertures covering
the shell of the building.
As I mentioned, the shell of the building
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is a series of spheres that have been triangularized to make a matrix of regularly-repeating
triangular openings. Within each of these openings is an aperture; essentially a cover that can
be electronically opened and closed. By moving
these apertures, a performer or observer can
affect how the sound is propagated - do they
stay closed and keep the sound trapped within
the space for an intimate performance, do they
remain wide open and let the sound spill into
the surrounding area for all to hear? Is it some
mediation of the two? By controlling the apertures, the space can transform from a series
of smaller performance spaces into one open
space for larger performances. It’s exciting to
think about how two groups of performers using the sunken performance spaces could work
together to create a single performance by using the apertures to mediate the experience for
the listeners.

a group of people talking, so that their conversation is shared with the outside. Alternatively,
someone could shout at the apertures or make
a loud clap in front of them so that they quickly
close shut, giving the shell the same character
as that of a curious animal becoming frightened and retreating. A person walking through
the space late at night when it is quiet could see
the apertures follow the sounds of their footsteps by opening as they walk.
You speak of apertures that can be
electronically-controlled to open and close.
What is their construction?
The apertures are fibreglass sheets with
a thin covering of soft velvet that acts to dampen the sound. A small motor and microphone
module is attached to each aperture which
acts to listen for sounds and open and close
the aperture. Each aperture has a wireless radio module and an address. This is important
when someone wants to control which aperture
should open or close. From their smartphone
or computer they can use an app or website to
control the apertures. The apertures receive
power through a solar film on the outside of
each panel.

When the apertures are closed, the
sound stays within the different spaces. The
spherical nature of each space plays to the idea
of the architecture activating the quality of the
sound through its shape. If a particular sound
is unpleasant in this setting, strategic apertures
can be opened to change what is heard. Perhaps
only the highest group of apertures are opened
so that the sound escapes from the top of the
spheres. There are also a limited number of apertures that open into the underground parking area, so that sound from the sunken performance spaces can be heard. The apertures have
the ability to be controlled and programmed
from a smartphone so that a performer can
create a ‘score’ that the apertures would follow during a performance. At a loud moment,
the apertures could suddenly open up and blast
the sound into the surrounding area of the performance space, or the apertures could open
in ‘waves’ and create the effect of a travelling
point of sound to create a three-dimensional effect.

The interactive performance space has
created a zone of play in downtown
Odense that remains faithfully attentive
to its environment and seeks to activate
the surrounding area. What are your final
thoughts on the project?
The role of the Odense performance
space is to act as a collector for social interaction through interactive architecture. The aim
of the project was to connect performers and
observers in new ways that challenged the role
of traditional performance spaces. This new
building creates a dialogue with the Odense
music house that helps to transform the area
into a hub for culture, music and performance,
which also raises the profile of Odense as a progressive city. A building requires good reasons
to make it interactive in order to avoid it becoming another interactive façade for an art in-

The apertures are also programmed to
interact even when nobody is performing in
the space. The behaviour of the shell takes on a
playful quality in that apertures may open near
7
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stallation, and the performance space satisfies
these reasons.
There are still important questions that
need to be asked about the project. Despite architects’ tendencies to define specific uses for
the spaces they create, often the users will create their own uses and repurpose the spaces in
meaningful ways. It will be interesting to see if
performers, observers, and people downtown
will actually use the space in the way it was designed. Architects need to be observant to the
needs of the users in order to create a successful
project. I look forward to the future conversations that will arise from my work.
Oxman, 535.
Dorish, 123.
3
Spuybroek, 353.
1
2
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